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The Spring has Sprung!
It sure has been a long winter, hasn’t it? We didn’t
break the record for total snowfall in Toronto…yet.
Hopefully this spring we can escape any more of what
the French call “merde blanche”. But please don’t plan
on flying at a COGG field until our Field Coordinator,
Doug Pike, tells us which field we will be using, and
gives the “OK” on its condition.
COGG club dues are due for those who have not yet
renewed their membership for 2008. The price is the
same as previous years and it is one of the biggest
bangs for your buck that you will find anywhere in the
modelling world;……..an excellent flying site,
newsletters, free barbecue each year, free breakfast at
the AGM and, best of all, the camaraderie of modellers
that speak the same language as you do….….silent
climb-and-glide flight.

Otherwise, if you intend to fly with us this year, please
get your membership renewal in as soon as possible.
And everyone, please make sure you have renewed
your membership in MAAC. You can’t fly at our club
field without it, and we simply can’t afford to have an
accident at the field by a flier without MAAC
insurance. We will be checking for current MAAC
membership again this year, both at the field and with
MAAC.
At the last COGG Annual General Meeting, a motion
was passed regarding display of membership cards.

http://www.cogg.ca
(From the minutes of the AGM, 28 Oct 2007)
“New Motion…. That all flyers shall attach a copy of
their current MAAC and COGG membership cards to
their frequency pegs, which must be on display on the
frequency board while flying.
……….…….Carried “
So you have plenty of time to gear yourself up with a
frequency pin that carries a small plastic tag containing
reduced-size copies of your membership cards. It is an
easy thing to make, and it will dispel any controversy
about your flying at the field with respect to COGG
and MAAC memberships.

Also new this year is the requirement for all clubs to
display a warning sign about the risk of being near
model aircraft flying. (This sign has to be displayed
even at Indoor clubs where the models rarely weigh
more than an ounce or two). But we haven’t any
choice! No sign………no insurance.
Joe Banial has volunteered to make up a pair of
mounting plates to display these signs, on the
frequency board and another appropriate place.
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The Contest Season

The Onyx JW and JWS

Here is the blended line up for contests this year at the
COGG and SOGGI fields, and international.

Last year, a number of COGG members got together
and imported a number of F3J class moulded sailplanes
in a mass purchase direct from the manufacturer in the
Ukraine. Over the past year, these Onyx aircraft have
proven to be excellent fliers and very competitive
aircraft in the International F3J and unlimited classes
of sailplane competitions.

Contest
2 Meter
Electric F5J *
Bud’s Golden Oldies
Open Man on Man
Open Sailplane + RES
2 Meter and Club Day
Hand Launch
Open Sailplane
Big Bird Bash
Electric Sport Sailplane*
Open Sailplane

Dates
Sun 25 May
Sun 01 June
Sat 14 June
Sun 22 June
Sun 06 July
Sun 03 Aug
Sat 16 Aug
Sun 17 Aug
Sun 31 Aug
Sun 07 Sept
Sun 14 Sept

Location
COGG
COGG
SOGGI
COGG
COGG
SOGGI
COGG
COGG
SOGGI
COGG
COGG

* The rules for this F5J event are different from
what you may be used to. Here they are again:
Airframe – No limit on size or control functions.
Power System – Direct drive motor (of any type) with
a published weight of no more than 68 grams.
Battery – 3 or fewer LiPo cells (any capacity)
9 or fewer NiCd or NiMHy cells (any capacity)
3 or fewer LiFePO4 (a.k.a. LiFe, M1, A123, etc.)
Task - Man on Man in a 10-minute round
(Working Time of 10 minutes)
One unlimited continuous motor run
Flight time starts when you stop the motor
Landing in a 15 meter dia. circle yields 30 points
Landing after the 10 min.Working Time ends
yields no landing points.
This event is designed for aircraft that can be easily
and quickly built, and powered with relatively
inexpensive motors and speed controllers.
If the June event is successful and well-attended, the
same type of event will be held again in September in
place of the 1/2A (Speed 400) portion of the Sport
Electric Sailplane events in September.

At the US Soaring Nationals last year at Muncie
Indiana, Joe Wurts was flying a specially modified
version of the Onyx. Joe, as you no doubt know, is
quite famous as a sailplane designer and competitor,
several times World Champion, designer of the Icon
sailplane, and of the sailplane programming software in
the JR 9303 transmitter, and a renowned academic in
aircraft design. He had commissioned the Impres
Company, builders of the Onyx, to build him a
modified Onyx using his own airfoils and incorporating
other custom modifications.
The Impres Company is now offering Onyx sailplanes
with Joe Wurts’ modifications in them, calling them
the Onyx JW (with Joe’s airfoils and a Supra-type tail)
and Onyx JWS (the same JW model except with a
short Supra-type pylon for the wing).
A few of our members are now planning another bulk
purchase of Onyx JW and JWS models, hopefully with
similar discounts and other financial savings that we
were able to obtain last year with the Onyx bulk
purchase. If any of you would like to get in on this
new bulk procurement, please contact Joe Banial.
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Electric Power for Model Aircraft
Roy Bourke and Michael Rogozinski
The following is a summary of talk given by Robert Pike at
the April 2007 EMFSO Winter Workshop, explaining the
basic logic and guidelines that have been used successfully
by other modellers to determine what kind of electric power
system to use in various types of model airplanes.
Volts x Amps = Watts:
This simple equation yields the amount of power (in Watts)
being delivered to the electrical system, as determined by the
electro motive force (or emf measured in Volts) applied to,
and the resultant electrical current (in Amps) drawn by the
circuit. If we measure the “Volts” and the “Amps” under
load (i.e. while the motor is turning a propeller) the equation
yields the total input power being delivered to the drive
system under load or in-flight.
Battery Voltage: Each cell of a battery of any specific type
(or “chemistry”) produces a characteristic “voltage” which
varies somewhat under load, but is usually specified as a
nominal Voltage. We normally refer to the “voltage” of a
battery pack as being the nominal voltage of each cell in the
pack multiplied by the number of cells.
Examples: A 3-cell Lithium-polymer battery pack is considered to be
an 11.1 Volt pack, since each cell is rated at a nominal 3.7
Volt output.
A 10-cell Nickel Cadmium battery pack is considered to
be a 12-Volt pack, since each cell has a nominal rating of
1.2Volts
However, the voltage of a battery can drop under load, so for
the purpose of calculating power requirements, we usually
use a lower figure than the nominal voltage, figuring about
1.1 or 1.0 Volts per cell for Nicads and NiMHy cells and
perhaps 3.2 or 3.3 Volts per cell for LiPoly cells.
Amps:
The current (measured in Amps) is a measure of the rate at
which electricity is flowing in the circuit. The amount of
current “drawn” by a circuit is determined by how much
load is in the circuit (or how much work is being done or
heat is being produced). In the case of an electric motor
driving a propeller, current draw is affected by how fast the
propeller is turning, and the amount of torque the motor must
exert to turn it at that speed. If we make the motor work
harder by installing a larger diameter propeller or a propeller
with higher pitch, the motor will draw more current.
Similarly any component in the circuit that affects the
overall load on the circuit, such as the motor itself, speed
controller, battery, wires used, etc. will affect the overall
current draw. Consequently all components in the electrical
circuit must be selected such that they match the power
characteristics of the circuit and that the manufacturer’s
maximum levels of voltage and current for each piece of
equipment are not exceeded. Otherwise components can
overheat and become damaged.

Battery Capacity:
The capacity (designated as “C”) of a cell or a battery is a
specification of the total amount of electrical energy that the
battery can deliver, (or the equivalent of “ the amount of
“gas” in the “tank”!!) It is usually specified as the maximum
amount of current that the battery can deliver for an hour
(expressed as milliamp-hours or mAh). Specifications for a
battery pack also include a maximum level of current that
can be drawn safely from the pack, usually expressed as a
multiple of the capacity C.
Examples:
A 3-cell 1320mAh (or 1.32 A-hours) Lithium-polymer
battery pack that is rated at 10C of continuous current can
deliver 1.32 Amps for an hour, or can be safely discharged at
a rate of 13.2 Amps (but for a shorter period of time, namely
1/10 hour or 6 minutes)
A 6-cell 6000mah Lithium-polymer battery pack that is
rated at 20C of continuous current can deliver 6 Amps of
current for an hour, or can be safely discharged at a rate of
120 Amps (but only for 1/20 hour or 3 minutes).

Since a higher level of current (Amp draw) will drain a
battery pack faster, a higher Amp-hour capacity may be
necessary. (Of course, a bigger battery pack weighs
more, possibly necessitating more power to fly a
heavier model!)
Power:
Power (in Watts) that is calculated by the product of the
voltage and current that the power system delivers to the
motor and propeller is the input-power. Output-power is
the actual power produced by the motor and propeller, but
this is difficult to measure without special equipment.
Output-power is always less than the input since no motorpropeller combination is 100% efficient. Generally, the more
efficient the motor and propeller are, the closer output-power
can approach the level of input power.
Examples: Considering only the efficiency of the motor, the output
power of a cheap Speed 400 can-type motor may produce
only about 50% of measured input-power. (The choice of a
poorly matched propeller can drop the overall efficiency of
the motor-propeller combination significantly lower.)
Actual output power of a well-built brushless motor may
produce close to 90% of calculated input power. Again the
choice of an efficient well-matched propeller is important.
Application of input power (or “wattage”) to flying
electric model airplanes:
Practice has shown that a good “rule of thumb” exists for
determining the power requirements for many types of
common R/C aircraft. We can determine the minimum input
power (Watts) needed per pound of aircraft necessary to fly a
specific type of aircraft in a specific style. Generally, electric
modellers have found that the following information to be
reliable (all for outdoor models unless specified):
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- High-wing, slow flying, indoor-type model airplane can

fly with less than 50 Watts per pound
- High-wing, trainer-type models, capable of taking off from
grass and flying in circles, require 50 to 60 Watts per pound
- Low-wing aerobatic indoor-type models require 80 to 120
Watts per pound
- Sport planes, capable of mild aerobatics and somewhat fast
and aggressive flying require 80 to 100 Watts per pound
- Fast-flying scale-type models, or large pattern competition
models, capable of aerobatic manoeuvres require 100 to 150
Watts per pound
- Extreme 3-D (hovering, vertical climbing, etc.) models
require 150 to 200 Watts per pound, or more!
Wing Loading:
Of course, other factors affect these examples.
Wing loading, or the weight of the airplane divided by its
wing area, affect flight performance. Generally, a lower
wing loading will allow a plane to maintain level flight with
fewer input Watts; a higher wing loading will need more
power. Other factors affecting needed power are other
aerodynamic characteristics (airfoil, etc), parasitic drag (the
efficiency of the airframe), temperature and altitude (airdensity where you are flying), etc.
As well, while a very low wing loading is ideal for slow
flying models, it is not usually suitable for flying in windy
conditions. Conversely, a high wing-loaded model will fly
faster and will need more space in which to fly and
manoeuvre.
Generally, the following indicates what wing loading ranges
are suitable for specific styles of flying:
- under 4 ounces per square foot: indoor flying and
flying in 2 mph winds or less
- 5 to 15 ounces per square foot: outdoor slowflying in somewhat mild conditions, or endurancetype aircraft such as sailplanes, SAM aircraft, etc.
- 16 to 24 ounces per square foot: outdoor flying in
reasonably windy conditions, with reasonably faster
speeds
- 25 ounces per square foot and higher: outdoor
flying of faster scale and some competition models,
capable of flying in moderately windy conditions;
requires substantial landing area.
Length of flight:
Understanding the relationship between power consumption
and battery capacity can also help us in estimating the flight
or motor-run time, based on given information
A specific battery pack can deliver a certain quantity of
power at up to a maximum level of current and for a specific
amount of time.

Example: A 2000mAh battery pack can deliver 2000
milliamps (or 2 Amps) of current for an hour at a currentdraw rate of 2 Amps (1C), but is rated for as high as 40Amps
current in continuous use (20C).
If the battery were to be used at 40 Amps (20C) for a full
flight, theoretically, the battery would be drained at a rate of
20 times faster than 2 Amp (or 2000mAh) for an hour, then
the battery would last for 1/20th of one hour, or 3 minutes.
If the battery were drained at a constant rate of 30 Amps
(15C), then the 2000mah battery would last for 1/15th of one
hour, or 3 minutes.
If the battery were drained at a constant rate of 20 Amps
(10C), then the 2000mAh battery would last for 1/10th of
one hour, 6 minutes.
Of course, batteries aren’t fully drained under normal use,
and we rarely discharge them at a constant rate, so these
figures can vary somewhat. However, you can get a rough
estimate of how much flying time you can get from a battery
if you can come up with an estimate of your average current
draw during a flight.
1) Take the rated capacity “C” of the battery pack (in mAh)
and convert it to Amp-minutes (Am)
eg. C = 2,000 mAh = 2.0 Ah x 60 = 120 Am
2) Divide the capacity in Amp-minutes by the estimated
average current draw
eg. Max current draw may be 35A but at half-throttle it may
be about 20A and most of the flight is expected to be at half
throttle. An estimate of average current may be about 25 A.
120 Amp-minutes divided by 25Amps yields an
estimated motor run time of about 4.8 minutes.

…………………………………………………………

Tip of the Month
You go to use a glue applicator and you discover that,
after sitting for several weeks unused, the nozzle is
completely clogged. Has this happened to you?
Well there is an easy and inexpensive way to prevent
all of your glue applicator bottle nozzles from ever
clogging again. Just pinch a little clump of modelling
clay (“Plasticine”) over the nozzle opening in between
uses. The modelling clay make a more effective seal
than the average push-on cap, and keeps the glue fluid
for months
And do you want to prevent your CA from hardening
up over time in its bottle? Store the bottle in a pickle
jar full of a granular dessicant (silica gel or similar).
CA reacts to moisture, so in a very dry dessicant
atmosphere, CA will stay liquid for a long time.
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Roy Bourke’s EPP Eagle, ready to soar over the COGG Field this summer

